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ABSTRACT
Previous studies show that young, typically developing (TD) children (< age 5) and children with specific language impairment (SLI; > age 5) make errors in the choice between a definite and an indefinite article. Suggested explanations for overgeneration of the definite article include failure to distinguish speaker from hearer assumptions, and for overgeneration of the indefinite article failure to draw scalar implicatures, and weak working memory. However, no direct empirical evidence for these accounts is available. In this study, 27 Dutch-speaking children with high-functioning autism, 27 children with SLI, and 27 TD children aged 5–14 were administered a pragmatic article choice test, a nonverbal theory of mind test, and three types of memory tests (phonological memory, verbal, and nonverbal working memory). The results show that the children with high-functioning autism and SLI (a) make similar errors, that is, they overgenerate the indefinite article; (b) are TD-like at theory of mind, but (c) perform significantly more poorly than the TD children on phonological memory and verbal working memory. We propose that weak memory skills prevent the integration of the definiteness scale with the preceding discourse, resulting in the failure to consistently draw the relevant scalar implicature. This in turn yields the occasional erroneous choice of the indefinite article a in definite contexts.
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Cross-linguistic research on the acquisition of article choice shows that young monolingual typically developing (TD) children acquiring a two-article language system based on definiteness often use definite articles where adults would use an indefinite (Karmiloff-Smith, 1979; Maratsos, 1976; Schaeffer & Matthewson,
This has been attributed to the failure to consider the hearer’s knowledge state as independent of the speaker’s, or to take the hearer’s perspective, which in turn may be related to an immature theory of mind (ToM).

Moreover, non–adultlike interpretation of the indefinite article *a* is also found in TD English-speaking children (van Hout et al., 2010), as exemplified in (2), which was presented with a picture of a teacher with a piece of cake, and several other pieces of cake on a table.

(2) Experimenter: “John sees his teacher with a piece of cake. He asks her if he can have a piece of cake.”
Target: a different piece (van Hout et al., 2010, p. 1985).

Van Hout et al.’s (2010) results show that in such a situation, children often choose the teacher’s piece of cake. The overly liberal interpretation of the indefinite article (i.e., choosing the already mentioned referent for the indefinite) has been explained by the failure to draw so-called scalar implicatures, implicitly communicated inferences that go beyond the explicit meaning of an utterance, and that are therefore pragmatic in nature. Non–adultlike use of indefinites has also been found in production (English child language: Schafer & de Villiers, 2000; Dutch child language: Keydeniers, Eliazer, & Schaeffer, 2017), as illustrated in (3):

(3) Experimenter: Hey, who do you see in the picture? Child: Katrijn.
Experimenter: What else do you see? Child: A train!
Experimenter: And what did Katrijn just do?
Child: She pushed a train. (Schaeffer & Matthewson, 2005, replicated in Keydeniers et al., 2017. Translated from Dutch.)

Keydeniers et al. (2017) propose that, as in interpretation, children’s substituting the definite article with an indefinite one may also be due to the underdeveloped pragmatic skill of drawing scalar implicatures.

Besides studies in typical language development, there are a few investigations of article choice in children with specific language impairment (SLI). One study shows no impairment of article choice in the spontaneous speech of 4-year-old English-acquiring children with SLI (Schaeffer, Hacohen, & Bernstein, 2003). The other two (experimental) studies report that English-speaking children with SLI older than 5 overgenerate indefinite articles in definite contexts (Chondrogianni & Marinis, 2015; Polite, Leonard, & Roberts, 2011). Polite et al. (2011) propose that this may be attributed to weak verbal working memory in children with SLI. However, as Polite et al. did not conduct independent working memory tests, this is merely a suggestion. Chondrogianni and Marinis (2015) propose that overgeneration of the indefinite article by children with SLI results from problems with the anaphoric use of definite articles, that is, with maintaining discourse
continuity via linguistic means. As they do not go into detail, it is not entirely clear what this means, and what this may follow from.

In summary, non–adultlike or atypical article choice has been suggested to be due to immature ToM, immature pragmatics, and weak verbal working memory, although convincing independent evidence for these underlying reasons has not yet been presented. The current study therefore further investigates the potential associations of atypical article choice with underdeveloped ToM, pragmatics, and/or (working) memory in two clinical child populations: one that is known to have weak ToM and pragmatics, namely, children with high-functioning autism (HFA), and one known to suffer from weak (working) memory (besides impaired morphosyntax), namely, SLI.¹

In the next section, we provide some more relevant details on children with HFA and children with SLI. In addition, we describe and discuss the theoretical framework and previous acquisition studies on pragmatic article choice, ToM, and different types of memory.

BACKGROUND

HFA and SLI

Typical characteristics of children with HFA (a subgroup of children with autism spectrum disorders; ASD) include normal intelligence, fluent speech, but significantly impaired communication and deviant pragmatics (see Baron-Cohen, 1988; Eigsti, de Marchena, Schuh, & Kelley, 2011; Frith, 1989; Tager-Flusberg, 1989, for reviews). Some children with HFA have also been reported to have additional grammatical impairments (Perovic, Modyanova, & Wexler, 2013a, 2013b), but this is not considered their primary impairment. As for their nonlinguistic cognitive abilities, children with HFA often have an impaired ToM (Baron-Cohen, 1988; Colle, Baron-Cohen, & Hill, 2007; Durrleman et al., 2016; Sperber & Wilson, 2002, but cf. Schaeffer, 2016). The results of studies investigating verbal working memory in ASD, including HFA, are inconsistent. Some studies find evidence of working memory deficits (Joseph, Steele, Meyer, & Tager-Flusberg, 2005; Schuh & Eigsti, 2012), whereas others report normal performance (Griffith, Pennington, Wehner, & Rogers, 1999; Koshino et al., 2005; Ozonoff & Strayer, 2001; Russell, Jarrold, & Henry, 1996; Schaeffer, 2016), or mixed performance (e.g., Bennetto, Pennington, & Rogers, 1996). Similarly, the investigation of nonverbal (visuospatial) working memory in individuals with ASD, including HFA, renders mixed results as well (Benetto et al., 1996; Luna et al., 2002). There is thus no consensus regarding working memory skills of children with HFA.

In contrast, although all children with SLI show grammatical impairments, many children with SLI have intact pragmatics (Friedmann & Novogrodsky, 2008; 2011; van der Lely, 1998). Nevertheless, additional pragmatic impairments are sometimes found in SLI (Bishop, 2000; Bishop, Chan, Adams, Hartley, & Weir, 2000; Botting & Conti-Ramsden, 2003).

Furthermore, children with SLI are often reported to have impaired verbal working memory (e.g., Montgomery, 2003; Vugs, Cuperus, Hendriks, & Verhoeven, 2013; Weismer, Evans, & Hesketh, 1999), and they typically score low on
phonological memory tasks such as nonword repetition (NWR; e.g., Archibald & Gathercole, 2006; Bishop, North, & Donlan, 1996; Dollaghan & Campbell, 1998; Gathercole & Baddeley, 1990; Girbau & Schwartz, 2007; Rispens & Baker, 2012; Weismer et al., 2000). Working memory deficits in SLI have also been shown in the nonverbal domain (Henry, Messer, & Nash, 2012; Schaeffer, 2016; Vugs et al., 2013).

As article choice errors have been associated with immature ToM, immature pragmatics, and weak working memory, the question arises as to what extent children with HFA (with, supposedly, weak ToM and pragmatics) and children with SLI (with, supposedly, weak memory) who are beyond the typical age of article choice acquisition (>age 5) experience problems in article choice. In order to understand possible article choice errors, the adult facts and the theoretical framework of article choice are presented in the next section.

**Article choice in adult language**

In the literature, definite noun phrases are characterized by “uniqueness,” and by “familiarity.” Uniqueness theories focus on the semantic requirement that the referent of the definite noun phrase be uniquely identifiable to the addressee (Hawkins, 1991; Russell, 1905). Familiarity theories emphasize the pragmatic requirement that the referent be familiar to speaker and hearer. Both theories encounter some empirical problems (for an overview, see Abbott, 1999, 2003), but it goes beyond the scope of this paper to discuss these. In this study, we focus on the pragmatic requirement of familiarity for definites, because it is this part of pragmatics that is considered to be associated to ToM, which in turn appears to be impaired in children with HFA, but usually not in children with SLI.

Beliefs that are shared by all interlocutors in a discourse are said to be in the so-called common ground of the discourse (see Heim, 1982; Stalnaker, 1974, 1978). As argued by Heim (1982), the definite article the places a requirement on the content of the common ground at the time of utterance. Speaking informally, the use of [the N] requires that the existence of a (unique) referent corresponding to that nominal phrase be part of the shared assumptions between speaker and hearer at the time of utterance. If the existence of such a referent is not part of the shared assumptions between speaker and hearer, infelicity results, as illustrated in (4):

(4) a. Ik heb gisteravond over de giraffe gedroomd!
   “I dreamed about the giraffe last night!”

   b. Welke giraffe?
   “What giraffe?”

One way to become part of the common ground is illustrated in (5):

(5) Dit is een verhaal over een giraffe.
   “This is a story about a giraffe.”

   **De giraffe** woonde in een land genaamd Tanzania.
   “The giraffe lived in a country called Tanzania.”

The existence of a unique entity corresponding to the definite noun phrase de giraffe is part of the shared assumptions between speaker and hearer, that is, the
Table 1. The Dutch adult article system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Assumed by</th>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Common Ground</th>
<th>Dutch Article</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Speaker and hearer</td>
<td>Definite-referential</td>
<td>Part of common ground</td>
<td><em>De</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Speaker only</td>
<td>Indefinite-referential</td>
<td>Not part of common ground</td>
<td><em>Een</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Neither speaker nor hearer</td>
<td>Indefinite-nonreferential</td>
<td>Not part of common ground</td>
<td><em>Een</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

common ground, because it was established in the previous discourse, namely, by the indefinite noun phrase *een giraffe*.

Sometimes, the speaker but not the hearer assumes the existence of an entity corresponding to the noun phrase. For example, in the first sentence in (3), the speaker has grounds for an existential assertion about giraffes, while the hearer does not. This type of indefinite is usually referred to as *specific* or *referential*. As we can see in (6), it is also possible for neither the speaker nor the hearer to have grounds for an existential assertion:

(6) Ik heb zin om *een boek* te lezen.

“I feel like reading a (any) book.”

In (6), neither the speaker nor the hearer necessarily has grounds for an existential assertion regarding “book.” This use of an indefinite is referred to as *nonspecific* or *nonreferential*.

Inspired by Schaeffer and Matthewson (2005), we propose the schema in Table 1 for the canonical realizations of the three possible assumption states in the Dutch adult article system (“Assumed by X” is shorthand for “X has grounds for an existential assertion”).

In the remainder of the text, A-contexts are referred to as “definite referential” contexts, B-contexts as “indefinite referential,” and C-contexts as “indefinite nonreferential.”

Previous studies on article choice in TD children

As mentioned above, cross-linguistic research on the typical acquisition of article choice shows that young children acquiring a two-article language system based on definiteness often overgenerate definite articles in indefinite contexts (Karmiloff-Smith, 1979; Maratsos, 1976; Schaeffer & Matthewson, 2005; van Hout et al., 2010; Zehler & Brewer, 1982). Schaeffer and Matthewson (2005) show that in an elicited production task 26 English-acquiring children aged 2 years, 1 month (2;1)–3;10 overgenerate the definite article in indefinite referential contexts (B-contexts) 25% of the time. The authors explain this phenomenon by the lack of a pragmatic concept, as formulated in (7):

(7) Concept-of-non-shared-assumptions (CNSA)

Speaker and hearer assumptions are always independent.
If the CNSA is absent, speaker and hearer assumptions are not always independent, implying that there are situations in which the speaker automatically attributes her/his own assumptions to the hearer. The CNSA expresses an obligation for the speaker to consider the hearer’s assumptions as a separate entity and therefore as something that is in principle different from the speaker’s assumptions. However, in certain cases, speaker and hearer assumptions may coincide.

One of the effects of lacking the CNSA concerns the distinction of articles. As illustrated in the schema in Table 1, in adult English (or Dutch, for that matter), the semantics of articles mandates the grouping together of contexts B and C (as opposed to A). If a speaker attributes her own (speaker) beliefs to the hearer, she will not distinguish environment B (believed by speaker only) from environment A (believed by speaker and hearer). In other words, environment B becomes environment A. In these cases, the speaker will use the article appropriate for environment A, which is *the* in English, or *de* in Dutch. Thus, in the cases in which the speaker does not distinguish speaker and hearer beliefs, she groups together environment A and B, as opposed to C. Thus, the lack of the CNSA sometimes yields a one-to-one mapping between speaker beliefs and the form of the article (rather than between common ground and the form of the article). If the referent is assumed to exist by the speaker, *the* is used; if no referent is assumed to exist by the speaker, *a* is used. Once the CNSA is acquired (around the age of 3 or 4), contexts A and B are distinguished, and the overgeneration of the definite article disappears. Research on the acquisition of sentential subjects provides further evidence for the hypothesis that TD children initially lack the CNSA (Gordishevsky & Avrutin, 2004; Westergaard, 2008).

The description of the CNSA may remind the reader of ToM (Premack & Woodruff, 1978). Although Schaeffer and Matthewson (2005) are hesitant to fully equate the CNSA to ToM, they do acknowledge that the two are probably related, and suggest that the CNSA may be a component or a precursor of ToM.

On the comprehension side of articles, van Hout et al. (2010) found non–adultlike interpretation of the indefinite article *a*. Comprehension of the indefinite article was tested with a so-called referent-selection paradigm. Children aged 3;7–5;3 (*M* = 4;6) were presented with pictures and a story and asked to move an item in the picture to match the story. An example of an item testing the comprehension of indefinite article was presented in (2), here repeated as (8).

(8) Experimenter: “John sees his teacher with a piece of cake.
He asks her if he can have a piece of cake.”
Target: a different piece (van Hout et al., 2010, p. 1985).

The results indicate that children incorrectly interpret *a* as referring to the unique referent (the piece of cake held by the teacher) 59% of the time.

Van Hout et al. (2010) explain this non–adultlike interpretation of indefinites by the failure to draw scalar implicatures, as it has frequently been shown that children have difficulties with scalar implicatures (see Pouscoulous, Noveck, Politzer, & Bastide, 2007). Scalar implicatures are implicitly communicated propositions linked to relatively weak terms. The general consensus is that the weaker term (e.g., the indefinite article *a*), while logically/semantically compatible with a stronger
term from the same scale (e.g., *the*), prompts the inference because the speaker did not use the stronger term (Carston, 1998; Chierchia, 2004; Hawkins, 1991; Horn, 1989, 2006; Levinson, 2000; Wilson & Sperber, 2004). This follows from Grice’s (1975) maxim of quantity that requires the speaker to give as much information as needed, but no more. A scalar implicature thus is an inference that goes beyond the explicit meaning of an utterance, and is due to pragmatic factors.

Hawkins (1991) and Horn (2006) propose that adults draw a scalar implicature when they interpret indefinite noun phrases. They argue that *the* and *a* provide a contrastive set, in which *the* is the logically stronger and most informative member of the pair: *<a, the>*. Indefinite interpretations are then analyzed as implicatures that result from not using the definite article in corresponding expressions (Hawkins, 1991, p. 417). Consequently, it follows that the indefinite article may be interpreted in two different ways: either with an inference-driven, pragmatic reading that excludes the definite reading, or with just its literal, logical/semantic meaning (i.e., the existence of a referent), which is also compatible with *the*: the truth value of a sentence does not change depending on the use of a definite or an indefinite article. To obtain the inference-driven pragmatic reading, the calculation of a scalar implicature is required: the use of the weak indefinite article implies that the stronger definite reading does not hold. Adults always draw a scalar implicature upon hearing an indefinite article, whereas children do not. If children fail to draw a scalar implicature when they interpret indefinite noun phrases, as in van Hout et al.’s (2010) comprehension study, they arbitrarily choose between a determined referent meaning and a nondetermined referent meaning when they hear an indefinite.

Errors regarding the indefinite article have also been found in the production of TD children. Schafer and de Villiers (2000) report the results of an elicitation task (without visual support) showing that English-speaking TD children aged 3;6–5;5 inappropriately produce the indefinite article in contexts requiring a definite article. Schafer and de Villiers explain the results by suggesting that the children do not make scalar inferences yet, because they lack ToM. The authors argue that the assessment of other people’s belief perspectives is necessary for the calculation of a scalar inference (p. 617). Keydemiers et al. (2017) show that Dutch-speaking TD 2-year-olds overgenerate definite articles in indefinite contexts and overgenerate indefinite articles in definite contexts. They also suggest that these production errors regarding the indefinite articles can be explained by the failure to consistently draw the scalar implicature related to definiteness.

Previous studies on article choice in children with SLI and in children with HFA

The first study on article choice in SLI was by Schaeffer et al. (2003), who conducted a spontaneous speech study on article omission and overgeneration of *the* in a group of 14 English-speaking children with SLI aged 3;11–4;10 and their age- and mean length of utterance-matched TD controls. None of the children with SLI (or their TD controls, for that matter) overgenerated the definite article *the* in indefinite contexts. However, as the transcripts used for this study do not provide all the necessary pragmatic information, a controlled, experimental study was called for.
An elicited production task on article choice was carried out by Chondrogianni and Marinis (2015), who investigated a group of 24 English-speaking children with SLI ($M_{age} = 7;5$). Although no difference with the TD age-matched controls was found on the indefinite referential condition, the English-speaking children with SLI perform significantly worse than their TD age-matched controls on two types of definite conditions, namely, an anaphoric and a bridging condition. Most of the errors were substitutions of the indefinite article $a$ for the definite article $the$. Further analysis shows that 25% of the children with SLI in Chondrogianni and Marinis’s study overuse the indefinite article at substantial rates (i.e., more than 50% of the time). This vulnerability of the definite article was also found by Polite et al. (2011) for English-acquiring children (aged 4;5–7;0) with SLI and TD- and mean length of utterance-matched (aged 2;10–3;9) groups, who inappropriately used the indefinite article in contexts requiring a definite article.

Following De Cat (2011) and Krämer (2003), Chondrogianni and Marinis (2015) explain the overgeneration of the indefinite article in young TD children and children with SLI by proposing that they are primarily challenged by the discourse-related properties of the anaphoric use of definite articles, or, in other words, with maintaining discourse continuity via linguistic means. As this is a rather broad explanation that has not been investigated independently in the same children, the validity of this proposal should be determined (and refined) by future studies that independently investigate the maintenance of discourse continuity via linguistic means. This could be accomplished by, for example, studying other linguistic elements that require an antecedent, such as pronouns. In an alternative attempt to explain overgeneration of the indefinite article, Polite et al. (2011) argue that retaining the previously introduced discourse antecedent, which is necessary in uttering a definite article, constitutes an additional demand on verbal working memory for children with SLI. As children with SLI are often reported to have weak verbal working memory, this account seems more convincing. However, Polite et al. (2011) did not administer working memory tests with the same groups of children, and thus independent evidence for this hypothesis remains absent so far.

As for HFA, Schaeffer (2016) explores the question as to what extent children with SLI and children with HFA differ from each other and resemble each other in terms of grammar, pragmatics, and extralinguistic cognition, and includes an article choice test in her large test battery. She reports that both the children with SLI and the children with HFA overgenerate indefinite articles in definite contexts, but neither elaborates on this result, nor provides an explanation. The current study zooms in on this error, using the same data set, and adding verbal working memory and phonological memory results to the equation.

In a nutshell, previous acquisition studies on article choice in young TD children suggest that (a) overgeneration of the definite article in indefinite referential contexts is due to the failure to consistently separate speaker from hearer assumptions, which is possibly related to an immature ToM; and (b) overly liberal interpretation/overgeneration of the indefinite article results from the pragmatic failure to calculate the scalar implicature related to definiteness. As for SLI, weak working memory has been proposed to be responsible for overgeneration of the indefinite article in definite contexts by children with SLI older than 5.
In the following sections we discuss ToM and (working) memory in individuals with SLI and individuals with HFA.

ToM

ToM is the cognitive ability that allows individuals to attribute mental states to oneself and others (Premack & Woodruff, 1978). The component of ToM we focus on in this study is false belief, that is, the ability to represent the absence of knowledge in another person. False belief tasks (Wimmer & Perner, 1983) show that TD children go through a rapid development between the ages of 3 and 4: while 3-year-olds typically fail to recognize their own and other's false beliefs, 4-year-olds do well on false belief tasks (e.g., Wellman, Cross, & Watson, 2001). Since children with ASD (including children with HFA) have been reported to have a consistent deficit on different versions of false belief tasks, it has been argued that ToM deficits underlie the attested deficits in social communication and pragmatic language of individuals with autism (e.g., Levy, 2007; Sperber & Wilson, 2002).

However, Colle et al. (2007) point out that standard ToM assessments rely heavily on language, and that these measures therefore cannot be used for nonverbal children with autism or children with SLI. A nonverbal version of the false belief task was constructed by Call and Tomasello (1999), in which the verbal component is reduced to a minimum. This task is used by Colle et al. (2007) to investigate ToM in nonverbal (i.e., low-functioning) children with ASD and, important for the present study, children with SLI. Colle et al.'s results show that a ToM impairment is still evident in low-functioning children with autism (n = 12, M age = 8.1). Furthermore, the nonverbal false belief test did not present any difficulty for the TD children (n = 15, M age 4.6) and the children with SLI (n = 15, M age 8.3). Colle et al.'s results are consistent with the majority of earlier studies (e.g., Miller, 2001) showing that children with SLI have normal abilities in ToM when the linguistic demands of the task are minimized. In contrast, Schaeffer (2016) reports TD-like performance on Colle et al.'s ToM task for both the SLI and the HFA groups.

Working memory

Working memory is defined as a limited capacity system by which information is temporarily maintained and stored in an activated, online state during the performance of cognitive tasks (Baddeley, 1986, 2003). Current views of working memory involve a three-component model of a central executive (the attentional control system) and two storage systems: the visuospatial sketchpad and the phonological loop (based on the model first proposed by Baddeley & Hitch, 1974). The visuospatial sketchpad is concerned with constructing and manipulating visual imagery. Its verbal equivalent, the phonological loop, is specialized for the temporary storage of phonological material (phonological memory). In this sense, both verbal and nonverbal working memory include the central executive, while verbal working memory manipulates information from phonological (short-term) memory, and nonverbal working memory information from visuospatial (short-term) memory.
This study investigates phonological memory (also referred to as phonological short-term memory), verbal working memory, and nonverbal working memory. Phonological memory refers to the ability to store verbal information in short-term memory, that is, into the phonological loop. Phonological memory is typically measured through NWR (e.g., Gathercole, 2006; Gathercole, Willis, Baddeley, & Emslie, 1994) and digit span forward tasks (e.g., Vugs et al., 2013). Both tasks do not require the subjects to manipulate or update the phonological information, but merely to store it.

In contrast, verbal working memory refers to the ability to process verbal information while it is being stored. Verbal working memory tasks thus not only require phonological storage (as the phonological loop tasks do) but also tap into central executive processes that are responsible for maintaining information active and updating the information that is stored (Verhagen & Leseman, 2016). Verbal working memory is typically measured through complex span tasks that require the simultaneous short-term storage and processing of information, such as the digit span backward task.

Finally, nonverbal working memory refers to nonverbal central executive tasks. Nonverbal working memory tasks minimize or remove the phonological coding component that is present in verbal working memory tasks, and instead tap into the visuospatial working memory. Similar to verbal working memory tasks, nonverbal working memory tasks tap into central executive processes. A commonly used measure of executive-loaded visuospatial working memory is the odd-one-out span task (Henry, 2001). For a description of some of these memory tasks, see the Method section.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Based on findings of previous studies on article choice, ToM, and working memory, we formulate the following research questions:

1. Do children with HFA and children with SLI older than 5 have problems with article choice?
2. If so, are these problems related to (a) false belief, (b) phonological memory, (c) verbal working memory, or (d) nonverbal working memory?

METHOD

Participants

To answer our research questions, the same children as in Schaeffer (2016) were investigated: a total of 81 Dutch-speaking children, divided over three groups: 27 children with HFA (aged 5–14, \(M = 10;1, SD = 2;3\)), 27 children with SLI (aged 6–14, \(M = 9;8, SD = 2;2\)), and a control group of 27 TD children (aged 6–14, \(M = 10;0, SD = 2;1\)). See Table 2 for an overview of the children’s characteristics. The participants of the three groups were individually matched on age and gender. Children with SLI had all previously received a diagnosis by a certified speech–language pathologist and were enrolled in special schools for children with speech
and language problems in the Netherlands. Children with HFA were contacted through Dutch organizations for autism, autism groups on Facebook, and personal contacts and were reported by psychiatrists to have an official diagnosis on the autism spectrum. All children had an IQ $> 85$, had not been officially diagnosed with any additional disorder, were monolingual speakers of Dutch, and had normal hearing. These inclusion and exclusion criteria were confirmed in teacher and/or parent reports.

To corroborate the SLI and HFA diagnoses, information from several background measures was gathered. First, age-normalized scores of expressive and receptive linguistic ability were obtained with the Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals (CELF-4-NL; Kort, Schittekatte, & Compaan, 2008). Whereas the SLI group performed far below the norm score of the 50th percentile ($M = 7.9$, $SD = 7.34$), the HFA and TD groups performed around or above the norm score (HFA: $M = 53.7$, $SD = 29.5$; TD: $M = 73.4$, $SD = 24.9$), demonstrating that they are not language impaired. Second, after testing, the parents of all the children with HFA and with SLI were asked to fill out the Dutch version of the Children’s Communication Checklist (CCC-2-NL; Geurts, 2007). The CCC is a parents’ questionnaire that provides an impression of the child’s pragmatic and grammatical difficulties. Subtracting the sum of scores on the “language areas” (speech, syntax, semantics, and coherence) from the sum of scores on “pragmatic areas” (initiation, nonverbal communication, social relations, and interests) derives the Social Interaction Difference Index (SIDI). This is a difference score that is given as a percentile. Children who score beneath the 10th percentile have more structural language problems than pragmatic difficulties, whereas the opposite is true for children scoring above the 90th percentile. Parents of 26 HFA and of 13 SLI participants completed and returned the CCC. Because a personal relationship was built with parents of children with autism, due to testing in their home, response rates were higher in the HFA group than in the group of children with SLI. As expected, the HFA group has a high SIDI score ($M = 82$, $SD = 20$), whereas the SLI group has a low SIDI score ($M = 16$, $SD = 13.5$, although note that these are the results of a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (years;months)</th>
<th>Expressive and Receptive Language Score (CELF)</th>
<th>Social Interaction Difference Score (SIDI CCC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>$SD$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD</td>
<td>9;10</td>
<td>2;2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLI</td>
<td>9;7</td>
<td>2;2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFA</td>
<td>10;0</td>
<td>2;3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: TD, typically developing; SLI, specific language impairment; HFA, high-functioning autism; CELF, Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals; SIDI CCC, Social Interaction Difference Index Children’s Communication Checklist.*
subset of the children with SLI). This shows that the HFA group experiences more pragmatic difficulties, underscoring their autism diagnosis, while the SLI group has more structural language problems, confirming their SLI diagnosis.

**Materials and procedure**

**ToM.** The nonverbal ToM task used in the present study was adopted from Colle et al. (2007). In this task, two experimenters are present and participants complete a pretest, screening, and the actual test phase, consisting of three false belief items and three control items. In the false belief items, a screen is placed between the participant and one of the experimenters (Exp. 1), while the other experimenter (Exp. 2) can see both sides of the screen. Exp. 1 hides an eraser in one of two identical containers in such a way that Exp. 2 can see it, but the participant cannot. While Exp. 2 leaves the scene, Exp. 1 removes the screen so that the participant can see, and then switches the positions of the two containers. When Exp. 2 returns to the scene and is asked “Where is the eraser?” he/she responds by pointing at the incorrect container (pretending not to know about the switch). Finally, the participant is asked to point to the container that holds the eraser (i.e., choose the container that was not indicated by Exp. 2). The three control items resemble the false belief items, except that there was no screen present and the two containers were not switched. The six test-phase items were presented in the same randomized order to all participants. Scores reported are the average numbers of correct responses on the three false belief items; that is, the maximum score was 3.

**Phonological memory: Nonword repetition and digit span forward.** Phonological memory was assessed through an NWR task (Rispens & Baker, 2012) and the forward condition of the digit span task (Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children—Revised; Wechsler, 1974). In Rispens and Baker’s NWR task, the participant is asked to repeat 40 nonsense words, varying in syllable length (two to five syllables) and phonotactic probability (either high or low according to Dutch phonotactics). Thus, items range from items with two syllables with high phonotactic probability (e.g., *kuimup*) to items with five syllables with low phonotactic probability (e.g., *geumuwoekuubir*). Items are scored as either correct or incorrect and scores on the NWR are presented as the percentage of items correctly repeated (out of 40).

In Wechsler’s digit span forward task, the participant is asked to repeat sequences of digits of increasing length, in the same order. Thus, when the experimenter says “3–8–6–2,” the participant has to repeat “3–8–6–2.” Numbers are read at a pace of approximately 1 s per digit. The task is preceded by three practice items that contain 2–3 digits. Following practice, the participant starts at three digits and works her way to a maximum of eight digits. Each number of digits is tested in two items and the cutoff point is when a participant responds incorrectly to both items of a certain level. Scores reported in the present study are the average maximum number of digits repeated correctly.

**Verbal working memory: Digit span backward.** The backward condition of the digit span (Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children—Revised; Wechsler, 1974) is
administered in a similar manner to the forward condition and differs in only one respect: the participant is asked to repeat the digits in reverse order (e.g., in the example above, the child would have to reply “2–6–8–3”). Again, scores reported here represent the maximum number of digits repeated correctly.

**Nonverbal working memory: Odd-one-out.** Nonverbal working memory was assessed through a digital version of the so-called odd-one-out task (based on Henry, 2001), developed by Janssen (2016). This task requires the participant to single out the odd-one-out among three geometrical figures and remember their spatial locations over trials. This task increases in complexity, to a maximum of six trials, with each phase consisting of four items. The measure that is adopted in the present study is the participants’ memory level, which is calculated as the maximum number of trials over which each participant can remember the spatial locations of the odd-one-out (maximum score of 6).

**Article choice.** Our article choice materials consist of an elicited production task in which the participant is sitting next to an experimenter (Exp. 1) and watches pictures and short video clips on a computer screen. Participants are asked to describe each scene to a second experimenter (Exp. 2) who cannot see the screen. Following Schaeffer and Matthewson’s (2005) schema on definiteness and referentiality, three conditions are distinguished: (a) definite ($N = 6$); (b) indefinite-referential ($N = 6$); and (c) indefinite-nonreferential ($N = 6$). In the definite condition, participants are asked to describe an action after having introduced both the subject and the object (e.g., *She rolled the ball*), whereas the indefinite conditions requires the description of an object that has not yet been introduced (e.g., *She drew a heart / He is going to draw a tree*). A sample condition of the definite condition is given in (9).

(9) Sample scenario Definite condition

Situation: Picture of a puppet with a ball (visible to participant, but not to experimenter).
Exp: Hey, who do you see in the picture?
Participant: *Name*! (Name of the puppet)
Exp: What else do you see?
Participant: A ball!
Situation: Movie of puppet rolling the ball.
Exp: What did *name* just do?
Target: She rolled the ball.

Sample scenarios of the other conditions are provided in Appendix A. The article choice experiment includes 18 fillers, eliciting utterances with a scrambled or a nonscrambled direct object (which were later used for a different study). The 36 test items were administered in the same randomized order to all participants. Scores presented in the results section reflect the percentage of accurate answers (i.e., correct article choice), percentage of substitutions by the other article, and irrelevant answers (e.g., demonstratives and article omission).
General procedure

The tasks reported here are part of a larger test battery that was administered to children with HFA, SLI, and TD as part of a project in collaboration with Iris Duinmeijer, University of Amsterdam. Participants with SLI and TD were individually tested in a quiet room at their school, while children with HFA were tested in their home. Testing took place over three sessions that lasted approximately 60 min. The CELF-4-NL and digit span tasks were administered during the first session, the NWR in the second session, and the odd-one-out, article choice, and ToM tasks took place in the third session. The same, fixed, order was used for all children both within tasks and between tasks (article choice, odd-one-out, ToM). This order was randomized in the ToM and article choice tasks.

Statistical analysis

Results were analyzed using Kruskal–Wallis tests. This is the nonparametric equivalent of a (one-way) analysis of variance test. Follow-up analyses were performed using Mann–Whitney $U$ tests, which are nonparametric $t$ tests. Correlations between the different tasks were Spearman rank correlation orders. The rationale behind this choice is the nonnormality of the data. The results on the ToM task were compared to chance level (50%) by using one-sample $t$ tests.

Hypotheses and predictions

If, as the literature suggests, children with HFA have underdeveloped ToM, in particular, underdeveloped false belief skills, we predict that our HFA group scores significantly lower than the TD group on the false belief items of the ToM task, and that they overgenerate definite articles in the indefinite referential condition of the article choice test. Moreover, we predict a correlation between false belief scores and scores on the indefinite referential condition of the article choice test. Furthermore, hypothesizing that children with HFA have pragmatic deficits, we predict that in the definite condition, failure to calculate the scalar implication results in overgeneration of the indefinite article in the definite condition of the article choice test. Since previous literature on phonological and working memory reports mixed results for individuals with HFA, we do not make any particular predictions regarding this, but stick to our research question as to whether children with HFA suffer from phonological and/or working memory problems or not.

As for SLI, following previous studies, we hypothesize that they are not primarily impaired in ToM/false belief or pragmatics, but that they have weak phonological and working memory. We therefore predict that the children with SLI score TD-like on the false belief items of the ToM test, and on the indefinite referential condition of the article choice test. In contrast, we predict that they score significantly lower than the TD children on all memory tests. If this prediction is borne out, and following Polite et al.’s (2011) hypothesis that overgeneration of indefinite articles in children with SLI is caused by weak working memory, we predict that the children with SLI overgenerate indefinite articles in the definite condition of
the article choice test. Moreover, we predict a correlation between scores on the memory tests and scores on the definite condition of the article choice test.

RESULTS

Article choice

In this section, we present the results on article choice as also reported by Schaeffer (2016). The results on the indefinite nonreferential condition and the indefinite referential condition of the article choice experiment are given in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. The tall bars in Figures 1 and 2 show that all children overwhelmingly choose to produce the target indefinite article in both indefinite conditions. In the indefinite nonreferential condition (Figure 1), the TD children correctly produce indefinite articles at a rate of 89.5% ($SD = 19.7\%$), the HFA group 83.3% ($SD = 15.3\%$), and the SLI group 86.4% ($SD = 16.0\%$) of the time. Furthermore, irrelevant responses are given by all child groups (TD: 9.9%, $SD = 19.8\%$; HFA: 15.4%, $SD = 14.6\%$; SLI: 11.7%, $SD = 14.5\%$). The SLI group produces a negligible number of definite responses (1.9%, $SD = 5.3\%$) in this condition. Kruskal–Wallis tests reveal no significant differences between the groups for any of the response types: referential indefinites, $\chi^2 (2) = 4.507, p = .105$; definites, $\chi^2 (2) = 1.067, p = .587$; and irrelevant, $\chi^2 (2) = 4.925, p = .085$. As for the indefinite referential condition, Figure 2 shows even higher proportions of correct indefinite responses (TD: 98.6%, $SD = 4.9\%$; HFA: 96.3%, $SD = 7.1\%$; SLI: 97.5%, $SD = 7.6\%$). Irrelevant responses are negligible in this condition (TD: 1.4%, $SD = 4.9\%$; HFA: 3.7%, $SD = 7.1\%$; SLI: 1.9%, $SD = 5.3\%$), as are the incorrect
definite responses (TD: 0%; HFA: 0%; SLI: 0.6%, SD = 3.2%). Kruskal–Wallis test results reveal no significant differences between the groups on indefinites, $\chi^2 (2) = 2.381, p = .304$, definites, $\chi^2 (2) = 2.000, p = .368$, or irrelevant responses, $\chi^2 (2) = 2.495, p = .287$. In other words, none of the child groups differ significantly from one another in their performance on the indefinite referential or indefinite nonreferential conditions.

In contrast, definite articles are not always chosen in the definite condition, as illustrated in Figure 3. Whereas the TD children produce a high percentage of correct definite articles in the definite condition (TD: 95.1%, SD = 12.1%), the proportions of the HFA and the SLI groups’ correct definite responses are substantially lower (HFA: 80.3%, SD = 26.6%; SLI: 80.9%, SD = 24.8%). Parallel to this, the TD children show low proportions of incorrect indefinite responses (3.7%, SD = 10.7), while the HFA and SLI groups give incorrect indefinite responses at rates of 15.4% (HFA: SD = 22.1%) and 13% (SLI: SD = 19.8%). As for irrelevant responses, all groups show some, but the percentages are low (HFA: 4.3%, SD = 8.8%; SLI, 6.8%, SD = 15.5%). A Kruskal–Wallis test reveals a significant difference between the proportions of correct definite responses of the TD, HFA, and SLI groups, $\chi^2 (2) = 8.676, p < .05$. Mann–Whitney $U$ tests between the different pairs of groups show that the difference between the HFA and the TD group is significant ($U = 245, p < .05$). The same holds for the SLI and the TD group ($U = 224.5, p \leq .005$). The HFA and SLI groups do not differ significantly from one another ($U = 356, p = .875$). The lower use of correct definite articles in the definite condition by the HFA group and the SLI group is largely due to the substitution of indefinite articles. Both the HFA and the SLI groups’ indefinite article proportions are significantly higher than that of the TD children (HFA: $U = 272, p < .017$, SLI: $U = 265.5, p < .05$). A smaller part of the definite condition
errors consists of irrelevant responses, including demonstratives (Hij zit te knuffelen met die hond. “He is cuddling with that dog.”) and some article omissions (Hij knuffelde __ knuffelbeer. “He cuddled __ teddybear”): 7% for the SLI group, 4% for the HFA group, and 4% for the TD children. However, we find no evidence for significant differences in the production of irrelevant answers between child groups, $\chi^2 (2) = 2.931, p = .231$.

ToM

Keeping in mind that the choice of a referential indefinite article may be related to ToM, we present the results on the false belief items of the nonverbal ToM task as also reported in Schaeffer (2016).

Figure 4 shows that all groups perform equally on this task, of which the maximal score was 3: no significant difference was found: (HFA: 2.3 correct, $SD = 0.67$; TD: 1.9 correct, $SD = 0.72$; and SLI: 2.1 correct, $SD = 0.82$); Kruskal–Wallis: $\chi^2 (2) = 5.130, p = .08$). All groups perform significantly above chance level as indicated by one-sample $t$ tests performed for each group: HFA, $t (26) = 4.128, p < .001$; TD, $t (26) = 6.211, p < .001$; and SLI, $t (26) = 2.558, p = .017$.

Memory

The results of the digit span forward, digit span backward, and the odd-one-out are given in Figure 5. Because of its different scoring measure (percentages), the results of the NWR task are presented separately in Figure 6. Recall our hypothesis that weak memory skills may cause overgeneration of the indefinite article in the definite condition of the article choice test.
Figure 4. Number of items correct (±1 standard error of the mean) on false belief items of the nonverbal theory of mind task (maximal score = 3).

Figure 5. Results (±1 standard error of the mean) on the digit span forward, digit span backward (average maximum number of digits repeated correctly), and odd-one-out tasks (memory level, maximum = 6).

The NWR task, taken as a measure of phonological memory, reveals a significant effect of group, $\chi^2 (2) = 50.382$, $p < .001$. The TD children significantly outperform both the SLI group ($U = 12$, $p < .001$) and the HFA group ($U = 218.5$, $p \leq .05$). In addition, the children with HFA score significantly higher than the children with SLI ($U = 27$, $p < .001$).

The results of our second measure for phonological memory, the digit span forward task (Figure 5), confirm this pattern of results. The overall group effect is
significant, $\chi^2 (2) = 26.750, p < .001$, and the TD children significantly outperform both clinical groups (SLI: $U = 86, p < .001$, HFA: $U = 169.5, p \leq .001$). Moreover, the HFA group performs significantly better than the SLI group ($U = 242.5, p < .05$).

With regard to verbal working memory, the digit span backward task shows a slightly different pattern (Figure 5). A Kruskal–Wallis test reveals a significant difference in performance between the child groups, $\chi^2 (2) = 18.952, p < .001$. Further testing indicates that both the children with HFA ($U = 201.5, p < .05$) and the children with SLI ($U = 132.5, p \leq .001$) perform significantly more poorly than their TD age mates. However, no significant difference is found between the performance of the two clinical groups ($U = 268.5, p = .11$).

Finally, as for nonverbal working memory, the results presented in Figure 5 on the odd-one-out task suggest a pattern similar to the other memory tasks. However, when the significant effect of group, $\chi^2 (2) = 11.087, p < .01$, is investigated more closely, we find that, in contrast to the phonological and verbal working memory tasks, there is no evidence that the children with HFA differ from their TD peers ($U = 256, p = .12$). The children with SLI do significantly differ from the TD group ($U = 170.5, p \leq .001$), but not from the HFA group ($U = 251, p = .07$).

**Summary group results**

The group results are summarized in Table 3.

**Correlations**

Table 3 shows that the areas in which the HFA group as well as the SLI group score significantly lower than the TD group are (a) definite contexts; (b) phonological
### Table 3. Group results of HFA and SLI groups compared to TD group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HFA</th>
<th>SLI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC: indefinite ref. contexts</td>
<td>TD-like</td>
<td>TD-like</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False belief</td>
<td>TD-like</td>
<td>TD-like</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC: definite contexts</td>
<td>Overgeneration of indefinite article</td>
<td>Overgeneration of indefinite article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ToM</td>
<td>TD-like</td>
<td>TD-like</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phonological memory</td>
<td>Poorer than TD age mates</td>
<td>Poorer than TD age mates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal WM</td>
<td>Poorer than TD age mates</td>
<td>Poorer than TD age mates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonverbal WM</td>
<td>TD-like</td>
<td>Poorer than TD age mates</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: HFA, high-functioning autism; SLI, specific language impairment; TD, typically developing; AC, article choice; ToM, theory of mind; WM, working memory.

memory (but note that the children with HFA perform better than the children with SLI); and (c) verbal working memory. In contrast, both clinical groups perform TD-like on false belief and the two indefinite conditions of the article choice experiment. To investigate potential associations between the different task scores we performed Spearman rank correlation orders between the ToM and memory tasks on the one hand and the different conditions of the article choice on the other hand. The only significant correlation found is between the definite condition of the article choice task and NWR. Across groups, the score on the NWR task was positively correlated with the accuracy on the definite condition ($\rho = .232, p < .05$). All other correlations were nonsignificant, including correlations within (HFA and SLI) groups.

**DISCUSSION**

In our twofold research question we asked (a) whether clinical child populations such as HFA and SLI would have problems with article choice, and (b) if so, whether such non-TD-like performance on article choice would be due to underdeveloped false belief skills or weak phonological and/or working memory. Neither the children with HFA nor the children with SLI older than 5 overgenerated definite articles in indefinite referential contexts, as younger TD children do cross-linguistically. This result was predicted for the SLI group, but not for the HFA group. Recall that overgeneration of the definite article in TD children was explained by the pragmatic CNSA, stating that speaker and hearer assumptions are always independent, reminding of ToM. Although the predicted correlation between the false belief scores and the scores on the indefinite referential condition of the article choice task was not significant, the fact that none of the children with HFA or SLI overgenerated the definite article in this condition is in line with the result that both clinical groups performed TD-like on the false belief items of the ToM task. This suggests that even the children with HFA have no particular problems separating hearer from speaker assumptions, which is not what we predicted, based on findings in previous literature that children with HFA suffer from underdeveloped ToM (Baron-Cohen, 1988; Colle et al., 2007; Durrleman et al.,...
The fact that all our groups, including the children with HFA, scored above chance on the ToM task indicates that there are children with HFA who do have false belief skills.

Nevertheless, the children with HFA and SLI we tested demonstrated a different type of problem with article choice, namely, overgeneration of the indefinite article in definite contexts. Thus, despite the fact that the children with HFA and the children with SLI we tested have different profiles in terms of grammar (CELF-4-NL) and social communication skills (CCC-2-NL), they performed similarly on article choice. Moreover, both clinical groups performed significantly more poorly than the TD children on phonological memory (NWR and digit span forward) and verbal working memory (digit span backward). This was predicted for the SLI group. Even though the children with HFA performed significantly more poorly on all verbal memory tasks than the TD children, they scored significantly higher than the children with SLI on both phonological memory tasks (NWR and digit span forward), indicating that the phonological working memory of the children with HFA is less impaired than that of the children with SLI. Furthermore, the children with SLI also scored poorly on the nonverbal working memory task (odd-one-out), as predicted, whereas the HFA group performed TD-like on this test. Note, however, that the HFA group did not perform significantly better than the SLI group on the nonverbal working memory task (although the $p$ value of .07 indicates near significance). These results suggest an association between phonological and working memory on the one hand and production of definite articles on the other hand. We expected this for the SLI group, based on Polite et al.’s (2011) findings and proposed account, but our results suggest that this may apply to the children with HFA as well. Closer scrutiny of this potential association by the calculation of Spearman rank correlation orders revealed a significant correlation between overgeneration of the indefinite article and NWR, but not with any of the other memory tests. This suggests a relationship between article choice in definite contexts and phonological memory. Inspired by the hypothesis that overly liberal interpretation/overgeneration of the indefinite article in TD Dutch child language (Keydeniers et al., 2017; van Hout et al., 2010) is due to the failure to draw the scalar implicature related to definiteness, and by Polite et al.’s (2011) suggestion that in the children with SLI overgeneration of the indefinite article may be caused by weak working memory, we propose the following account.

Recall that articles have a logical/semantic (truth-conditional) meaning and a pragmatic meaning. The use of the indefinite article $a$ is always logically/semantically correct, even in definite contexts: a sentence such as *She rolled a ball* in the definite context exemplified in (9) is still logically true. In this sense, the indefinite article can be considered the default article. However, in addition to evaluating the truth value, article use requires the consideration of the definiteness scale ($<a, the>$), in which $a$ is the weaker and *the* is the stronger member in terms of informativeness (Hawkins, 1991; Horn, 2006). Subsequently, a choice must be made between the two. This choice requires determining the appropriate degree of informativeness for the given context. If the strongest degree of informativeness is required (referent is assumed to exist by speaker and hearer, i.e., in the common ground), the stronger member *the* is chosen. If weaker informativeness is required, the weak member $a$ should be chosen. Choosing the weak member $a$
on the basis of the definiteness scale renders a scalar implicature: as the maxim of quantity requires to be as informative as necessary, but no more, the choice of the indefinite article implicates that the definite article is too informative. Now, it is crucial that, during this evaluation process (choosing between the indefinite and the definite article), the preceding discourse must be stored in phonological memory, to be integrated with the definiteness scale. If this phonological memory is weak, underdeveloped, or impaired, as seems to be the case in our HFA and SLI child populations, the preceding discourse may be lost, making it impossible to compare the degrees of informativeness of the two members of the definiteness scale with respect to the context, and thus to calculate a scalar implicature. We propose that this is exactly what is happening in the HFA and SLI child groups we tested: because of their weak phonological memory, as attested by their low NWR scores (and, to a lesser degree, by their low digit span forward scores), they sometimes lose the relevant information of the preceding discourse during the process of choosing the correct article. This prevents the calculation of a scalar implicature, resulting in the default use of the indefinite article, which, even in definite contexts, is logically/semantically correct (but pragmatically infelicitous). In indefinite contexts, the noncalculation of the scalar implicature resulting in the use of the default indefinite article does not yield a visible error, as the target article is indefinite. As such, our account is an elaboration of Polite et al.’s (2011) suggestion, and makes it more precise: “losing track of discourse,” as Polite et al. call it, means preventing the calculation of the scalar implicature that arises from integrating the preceding discourse with the definiteness scale. If the preceding discourse cannot be accessed, integration does not take place, and a scalar implicature is not calculated.

Of course, the proposed account is a hypothesis that needs further investigation. It is important to realize that, although the correlation between scores on the NWR and the definite condition of the article choice task was significant across groups, the HFA group’s NWR scores were significantly higher than those of the SLI group, whereas the HFA and SLI definite condition scores did not differ. This may indicate that the relatively weak phonological memory of the children with HFA is not the only factor contributing to the overgeneration of the indefinite article in the HFA group. Future research should test different types of scalar implicatures (including nonverbal ones) independently in HFA and SLI, alongside different types of phonological memory and verbal working memory, and of course article choice. Moreover, in order to obtain more statistical power, larger groups should be tested. This may provide more insight in which types of memory are correlated with the skills of adequately considering scales and drawing scalar implicatures. Although we did not find a significant correlation between the overgeneration of indefinite articles and verbal working memory, the verbal working memory scores of both the HFA and the SLI group were significantly lower than those of the TD children. It is feasible that weak verbal working memory is also related to overgeneration of the indefinite article: drawing a scalar implicature implies manipulation of the definiteness scale, which is likely to be executed in verbal working memory.

In conclusion, despite the differences between children with HFA and SLI in terms of grammar (CELF-4-NL) and social communication (CCC-2-NL), both
clinical groups seem to suffer from phonological memory and verbal working memory problems. Impaired phonological memory and verbal working memory are likely to prevent the calculation of the scalar implicature related to definiteness, resulting in the production of indefinite articles in definite contexts.

APPENDIX A

Sample scenario indefinite referential condition

Situation: Picture of Dora who has drawn a heart (visible to participant, but not to experimenter).

Exp: Hey, who do you see in the picture?
Participant: Dora!
Exp: And what did Dora just do?
Target: She drew a heart.

Sample scenario indefinite nonreferential condition

Situation: Picture of Big Bird thinking with a pencil in his hand (visible to participant, but not to experimenter).

Exp: Hey, who do you see in the picture?
Participant: Big Bird!
Exp 2: Big Bird says: “Oh, I am so bored, I don’t know what to do. Oh, you know what? I’ll go to the forest and draw something!”
Exp: What do you think Big Bird is going to do in the forest?
Target: He is going to draw a tree.
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NOTES

1. The data set used in the present study is the same as in Schaeffer (2016), who explores the question as to whether children with SLI and children with HFA are on the same continuum, with a large test battery, including a test of article choice. The current study, of which an earlier and different version was presented at BUCLD 2014, zooms in on article choice, adds verbal working memory and phonological memory results, and provides an analysis of the article choice errors.

2. Recall, however, that the p value was .08, suggesting that with larger statistical power we may find significant differences between the groups. Nevertheless, such a difference would go into a surprising direction, with the HFA group scoring highest on the ToM task, and the TD group scoring lowest. We therefore believe that this ToM task should be replicated to confirm the validity of our results.
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